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Last year provided us with some real highs;
we had even more excellent coverage in the
British and Irish press than in previous years,
we were able to assist even more media in
going to France, and we were very honoured
to receive various awards and accolades. But
of course we cannot ignore that the country,
and Europe, also went through a challenging
period in 2016.
This is why we are going back to our roots to
remind visitors why they fell in love with France
in the first place. We want visitors to feel
France; France is truly a country for the senses.
Visitors come back with stories of walking in
Provence’s fragrant lavender fields, tasting
elegant wines in Burgundy, listening to jazz
in an underground Parisian bar, feasting their
eyes on world-renowned art or a majestic Loire
château, or slaloming down snowy slopes in
the Alps. So much diversity… so many sensory
experiences!
Atout France is therefore delighted to
announce that, for 2017, we will have our first
pan-European campaign with our German
and Dutch counterparts! The #Feel campaign
will be rolled out throughout the spring
months; please see the facing page for more
information. Of course, we would be unable to
do any of this without the support of our many
partners – and on the following pages, they
share their tips and news for the year ahead.

Some 2017 highlights include the first Côte
d’Azur Garden Festival, taking place in April
with a communal celebration of garden
heritage in both well-known public gardens
and lesser-known secret spaces. There’s a
real focus on Paris, too: French painter Paul
Cezanne once said, “I will astonish Paris with an
apple”, and his iconic Basket of Apples is just
one of the many paintings being exhibited at
the Pompidou Centre this year. The Pompidou
is also celebrating its 40th anniversary, while
the Louvre will be hosting a Dutch programme.
Fashion fans will enjoy a special exhibition on
Christian Dior plus a new museum dedicated
to Yves Saint Laurent opening in the autumn.
Other notable openings are those of La Seine
Musicale, a live music venue on the river, and
an exhibition space devoted to contemporary
art in the Marais, opened by the Galeries
Lafayette Corporate Foundation.
These are just a few of the reasons to celebrate
‘Cultural Paris’ in 2017.
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We are always happy to discuss and organise
and press trips; please turn to page 28 for
more details. A series of group press trips will
be announced in our media newsletter and
can be found on franceuncovered.com.
With best wishes,
Your Atout France Media Team

Anne Pedersen & Sarah Engel
Anne Pedersen

Sarah Engel

Head of Public Relations

Press Officer
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#FEELFRANCE
#FeelFrance is all about sensory experience.
Talk to Francophiles about why they love the
country, and they’re bound to respond with
‘the food’, ‘the wine’, ‘the landscapes’, ‘the
language’, ‘the art’, ‘the romance’…
So when it came to defining a theme to present
the very essence of this much-loved country,
using ‘See’, ‘Hear’, ‘Touch’, ‘Taste’, and ‘Smell’
as a starting point seemed obvious. It’s about
stripping France back to basics, getting in touch
with its soul, and fully immersing ourselves in
its unique atmosphere.
Eleven destinations and brands are taking
part in the campaign across the UK, Germany,
and the Netherlands. We are delighted to be
working with the following carriers across
the three markets: Brittany Ferries, easyJet,
Eurostar, P&O Ferries, Voyages SNCF, Thalys,
Alleo, Eurowings, and KLM. The campaign is
being rolled out in various forms, beginning

here with Atout France’s media tour in London
and Dublin and with the launch of the website
france.fr with new dedicated content in all
three countries. The campaign will soon be
visible across the London Underground and
rail networks, with 390 panel posters displayed
in tube tunnels, escalator panels in six
stations, and 4,000 panels on trains. It will also
be advertised in travel and lifestyle sections in
national newspapers and magazines as well
as widely on all Atout France’s social media
platforms, using the #Feel hashtags.
There’s no escaping that a visit to any part of
France brings all five of your senses into play.
Those lucky enough to have all five of their
senses should never take them for granted –
and where better than France to put them
to use?
We hope this sensory tour of France captures
your imagination for the year ahead.

© Maia Flore / Vu /Atout France
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OCCITANIE

PYRENEES
MEDITERRANEAN
TOURIST BOARD
From the Pont du Gard to the Pyrénées and
from the Dordogne valley to the Mediterranean
resorts, the Occitanie region has plenty to
offer. Home to a collection of world-renowned
sites such as Albi, Carcassonne, and the Canal
du Midi and to the well-known religious
pilgrimage route St James’s Way to Santiago de
Compostela, Occitania will not cease
to impress.

FOR THE DIARY
Throughout 2017
‘Astronauts’ at the Cité de l’Espace - Toulouse
Throughout 2017
Auguste Rodin’s sculptures at the Fenaille Museum - Rodez
23 June – 29 October
Alexander Calder at the Soulages Museum - Rodez
15 July – 30 October
Picasso exhibition at the Rigaud Museum - Perpignan
16 - 20 October
Toulouse – 30th World Congress of Astronauts at the Cité de l’Espace

TOP 5 FOR 2017
NEED TO KNOW
Enjoy the numerous direct flights to various
cities of the region from London, Southampton,
Bristol, Birmingham, East Midlands, Manchester,
Liverpool, Leeds, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dublin,
and Cork!

The Jazz in Marciac’s 40th anniversary

The Nine Locks in Fonséranes

Every August, Marciac, a small village in
Gers, becomes the scene for the well-known
international jazz festival Jazz In Marciac.
Visitors and jazz lovers can often find
themselves side by side with their favourite
artist, and this is what sets this musical festival
apart. In 2017, the Jazz in Marciac festival will
be celebrating its 40th anniversary and is
welcoming high-profile stars such as Norah
Jones, Wynton Marsalis, Herbie Hancock, Taj
Mahal, George Benson, and many more.

Raising boats up to a height of 21.5 metres,
the Nine Locks in Fonséranes are astonishing
works of engineering found along the Canal
du Midi. New access, parking, restaurants,
gift shops, and a new tourist information and
interpretation centre are all part of the plans
to improve the site and the experience of
visitors.

Pic du Midi - New Planetarium

‘Cycling made easy
with luggage and bike
transfer by Bagafrance
& La Rebenne’.
Solenne’s top tip

Located at 2,877 metres altitude in the
Pyrenees, the Pic du Midi is an astronomical
observatory and an extraordinary belvedere
where one can learn all about the sky. To add to
the experience, a new planetarium, the highest
in Europe, has been built in the Baillaud Dome.
A film retracing the history of the Pic du Midi
gives visitors a chance to discover more about
the history of an iconic place.

Hiking: GR® 42: From the volcanoes to the
Camargue
From the peaks of the Pilat Massif in the
Cévennes to the Camargue lagoons, this
itinerary proposed by the GR® 42 offers over
20 days of hiking and winds through vines,
orchards, picturesque villages, and historic
towns. An ideal setting for a hike to remember.
Gastronomy in Occitanie
Winter is a great time to pay Occitanie a visit,
especially when one has the opportunity to
sample typical regional culinary products such
as Armagnac and truffles. Enjoy!

CONTACT DETAILS
Solenne Odon
solenne.odon@crtmp.com
+33 (0)5 61 13 55 19
www.monnouvelhorizon.com
@CrtOccitanie #TourismeOccitanie
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TOULOUSE
Toulouse, France’s fourth largest city, located
in the heart of the south-west, is a relatively
unknown yet fascinating city. Called the ‘pink
city’ because of the many terra-cotta bricks
used in buildings, Toulouse is nowadays a
cosmopolitan melting pot and the European
capital of aeronautics and space.

FOR THE DIARY
15 - 18 June
¡Río Loco! Festival - Music
23 - 25 June
Water Mix Festival – Mixing water sports and music!
30 June – 09 July
Festival tangopostale - Dance
30 August – 03 September

NEED TO KNOW
The local covered markets organise regular
‘night at the market’ events with tastings, live
music, and fun!
20 May: Museums stay open for free until late
into the evening for the European museum
night.

‘Join the English
guided tour “Great
Monuments of
Toulouse” held each
Saturday at 2pm by the
Toulouse Tourist office,
from 26 March until
mid-November 2017’.
Marine’s top tip

Grande Braderie de Toulouse – Street market and sale

TOP 5 FOR 2017
20th anniversary of the ‘Cité de l’espace’
The European space capital, the ‘Cité de
l’espace’, is a unique theme park and Europe’s
premier astronomy and space science and
culture center. In 2017, the park celebrates its
20th anniversary and is planning a variety of
events: as astronauts exhibition, special late
night openings, and the 30th World Congress
of Astronauts.
Rugby in the city
Toulouse is a city passionate about rugby, and
to share its passion, the city’s main square, the
Capitole, will be turned into a rugby field for
the final of the French Championships ‘TOP
14’ on 4 June. There will be rugby-inspired
celebrations in the city with even the youngest
getting a chance to be introduced to the sport.
The summer of music
‘Toulouse d’été’ (July – August) is the summer
music rendezvous. Artists and upcoming
talents representing all genres of music share

the stage. Two to four concerts take place
each week, and musicians, singers, dancers,
and circus artists perform on the banks of the
Garonne, in public gardens, at the cathedral,
and at museums.
Life’s a beach
Don’t miss Toulouse Plages! Each summer, the
city of Toulouse transforms a number of sites
along the Garonne on its quay. The quay
hosts a Ferris wheel and a floral garden, while
various sports are the focus of the activities in
the main garden.
Food festival
Organised during the National Gastronomy
Festival, “Toulouse à table” is THE unmissable
foodie festival. From 18 -24 September, visitors
can take part in culinary workshops or visit
the food trucks, chefs competitions, and a big
street banquet.

CONTACT DETAILS
Marine Esch
m.esch@toulouse-tourisme.com
+33 (0)5 34 25 58 21
www.toulouse-visit.com
@visitToulouse #visiteztoulouse
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AUDE &
CARCASSONNE
Carcassonne sits in the very heart of the
Cathar Country. Its two UNESCO World Heritage
sites, the medieval city and the Canal du Midi,
take you right back to the 12th century. The key
sites of the Cathar Country, the castles and
abbeys, reflect a rich cultural history. It spans
from the Mediterranean to the Pyrenees and is
home to an outstanding range of landscapes
and natural sites.

FOR THE DIARY
31 March – 02 April
European art and crafts days at the Carcassonne castle
29 - 30 April
Medieval-themed event ‘Cortezia in Carcassonne’
14 July
Some of the most beautiful fireworks on Bastille Day in Carcassonne
27 - 29 July & 09 - 10 August
Unusual art film festival - Rennes-le-Château
29 September – 01 October
Convenanza music festival

NEED TO KNOW
Discover the centre of the Carcassonne
medieval city; enjoy free entry to its museums,
its 18th century mansions, and a colourful
market on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.

‘Carcassonne is a
culinary destination,
so why not treat
yourself to a Michelin
star restaurant! Go on!’
Sarah & Marc’s top tip

TOP 4 FOR 2017
Abbot Saunière centenary in Rennes-leChâteau
Priest Bérenger Saunière, who died 100 years
ago, has certainly left a mark on Rennesle-Château. Various conspiracy theories on
alleged buried treasure discovered by him
have certainly grabbed the attention of many
and made this small French hilltop village
internationally famous.
Windsurf World Cup
The ‘Mondial du Vent’ Windsurf World Cup (11
– 17th April) in Leucate has made a name for
itself as THE flagship event for surf sports in
France and in Europe. Each year, it welcomes
the best international windsurf and kitesurf
champions.

Carcassonne festival
In July, Carcassonne will host a not-to-bemissed music festival combining an exciting
DJ line-up with exclusive live performances
right in the heart of the Carcassonne medieval
castle. A stunning backdrop for an amazing
music rendezvous.
The Canal du Midi
The 240m Canal du Midi, linking Carcassonne
and Narbonne, is a unique architectural
heritage with its 350 locks, bridges, an
aqueduct, and a towpath lined with trees. It is
the perfect setting for outdoor activities such
as hiking or mountain biking. Using the ‘Canal
du Midi’ app, you will be guided along the
highlights. Just choose your route and immerse
yourself in the rich cultural heritage.

CONTACT DETAILS
Sarah Seguy
seguy@carcassonne-tourisme.com
+33 (0)6 10 84 85 57
www.tourisme-carcassonne.fr
@TourismCarca #Carcassonne
Marc Gassion
m.gassion@audetourisme.com
+33 (0)4 68 11 66 00
www.audetourisme.com
@audetourisme #Audetourisme
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OCCITANIE

FOR THE DIARY

PYRENEES
MEDITERRANEAN
A SUD DE FRANCE
DESTINATION

10 December 2016 – 28 May 2017

The region of Occitanie stretches from the
stunning foothills of the Pyrénées to the wild
marshlands of the Carmargue and up into
the remote Cévennes Mountains in the north.
Jammed full of history and tradition, there are
no fewer than eight UNESCO World Heritage
sites. One of the simplest but most natural
ways to enjoy a holiday in the Occitanie region
is to do what the locals do so well. Slow down
and take time just to breathe and be.

Opening of new luxury guesthouses: Le Mas de la Chapelle – Uzès

NEED TO KNOW
With a bike to the beach
Montpellier’s city centre is located only 13
kilometres away from the beaches. Best way to
get there is jump on a bike and ride along the
Lez and through Lattes to Palavas-les-Flots.

‘Be sure to try out the
new restaurant La
Nautique in Narbonne’.
Isabelle’s top tip

New exhibition: Art and Material – A gallery of sculptures for touching, Musée Fabre - Montpellier
02 - 10 June
Fééries du Pont du Gard
13 - 25 June
Festival of Living Architecture – Montpellier and La Grande Motte
Date TBC

TOP 5 FOR 2017
The Marché du Lez à Montpellier
‘Dynamic’ Montpellier has a new hub. A village
within the city, a creative contemporary hotspot bringing together shops, second-hand
shops, farmers’ markets, restaurants, and
start-ups. ‘The Marché du Lez’ is housed in
old industrial and agricultural premises and
features a printing house, a farmhouse, and
warehouses located on the banks of the River
Lez.
The Wine Tourist Routes
Occitanie/Pyrénées Méditerrannée is the
oldest and largest wine-growing region in the
world, and through the Sud de France Wine
Tourism Club, winemaking has been opened
to tourism. This club covers remarkable wine
cellars, vineyards, and accommodations
located in the heart of the vineyards.
Producers, owners, and hosts all share their
know-how and passion with visitors.
Nîmes, UNESCO World Heritage Candidate City
for 2018
Nîmes offers one of the most comprehensive
representations of Roman civilisation in the
west. Monuments such as the ‘Maison Carrée’,
the ‘Temple of Diana’, the Auguste and France

Gates, the Magne Tower, and the Castellum
aquae supplying water from the Nîmes
aqueduct are outstanding examples. Being
listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site will give
recognition to the work carried out by the city
to restore Nîmes’ legacy.
Grand Rigaud Museum
Perpignan – June 2017

Reopening

in

The refurbishment of the Rigaud Museum by
acclaimed architect Stéphane Barbotin-Larrieu
is set to open in June. The large cultural space
will include two historic monuments from
Perpignan: the Hotel Mailly and the Hotel de
Lazerne. The reopening will be celebrated
with an exceptional exhibition, ‘Picasso and
Perpignan’, recounting Picasso’s stays between
1953 and 1955.
La Grande-Motte: 5* hotel and Puces du
Design
The Grande Motte resort is developing into a
luxury spot. This coming spring, this famous
sea resort will see the opening of its first five
star hotel: Hotel de la Plage. The hotel will
also be the home of renowned and Michelinawarded chef Jean Luc Rabane.

CONTACT DETAILS
Isabelle Kanaan
kanaan@suddefrance-dvpt.com
+44 (0)20 7079 3351
www.destinationsuddefrance.com
@suddefranceuk
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MARSEILLE
Beautiful, enticing, dynamic - Marseille has
established itself as a must-see tourist
destination thanks to its heritage and
traditions and an extensive list of activities for
all. And it comes as no surprise that Marseille
has been voted the European Capital of Sport
for 2017. Not only was the city a great host
during the EURO 2016 but it also has a wealth
of sporting facilities and beautiful beaches for
those looking to enjoy an active holiday break.

FOR THE DIARY
10 - 16 April
World Windsurfing Championship
22 July
Tour de France – Time trial stage of 20km around Marseille at the Orange Vélodrome stadium
01 July
Summer Stadium Festival – Electronic music - Orange Vélodrome Stadium
19 - 29 July
Marseille Jazz - International jazz festival

NEED TO KNOW
City Pass Marseille – the smart way to get the
most of Marseille. Transport options, a great
selection of museums, and the city’s best
activities are included in the 24-, 48-, or 72hour options, with different fares for adults
and kids.

TOP 4 FOR 2017
European Capital of Sport 2017

Cité Radieuse by Le Corbusier

Marseille, European Capital of Sport 2017 – The
“Capital year” will provide visitors with a large
choice of sport events throughout the year.

The Cité Radieuse is one of 17 structures
designed by architect Le Corbusier and recently
added to the UNESCO World Heritage list.
Travel back in time and visit one of the Cité’s
apartments, which has remained unchanged,
with a guided tour made available to the
public.

Re-discover the Great Sea Expeditions
Beginning in May 2017, three different museums
in Marseille will take visitors through the
glorious history of the great sea expeditions.
Marseille will proudly display the discoveries
of Vasco de Gama, Christopher Columbus,
and Sinbad, ending in January 2018 with Jack
London’s journey through the Pacific seas.
Bon voyage!

‘All municipal
museums are free for
kids and adults every
first Sunday of the
month’.
Beatrice’s top tip

Street Art
Tourist guide Alexandra Blanc-Véa takes
visitors around the Cours Julien, Marseille most
artistic neighbourhood, to discover and learn
more about Street Art and contemporary
art galleries.

CONTACT DETAILS
Beatrice Manzato
bmanzato@marseille-tourisme.com
+33 (0)6 79 44 18 78
www.marseille-tourisme.com
@MARSEILLETOURISME #ChooseMarseille
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CULTURAL
FRANCE
Each year, hundreds of international visitors
set out to discover the monuments, museums,
and festivals at the heart of the French cultural
heritage. The richness and diversity of this
heritage are major reasons for choosing to
visit France.
Everyone recognises the strong interdependent
relationship between tourism and culture;
each supports the other, particularly when it
comes to creating an attractive environment. In
this context, it is essential to continually offer
a fresh vision of this heritage, attractive both
to repeat travellers and to first-time visitors.

NEED TO KNOW
The CMN (Centre des Monuments Nationaux)
offers free admission for under 18.

FOR THE DIARY
25 May to 31 December
Highlights of Leonardo da Vinci’s royal feasts and celebrations
1 April to 17 September
Exhibition ‘Melnikov/Le Corbusier, Meeting in la Villa Savoye’
15 September to 8 October
Festival d’Ambronay – Opera music
14 July Weekend
Wine tasting beneath the stars of local Touraine-Chenonceaux appellation (AOC) vintages

TOP 5 FOR 2017
Château du Clos Lucé
2016 – 2019: 500th anniversary of Leonardo
da Vinci’s years at the Château du Clos Lucé
in Amboise. Four years of celebrations with
special cultural programmes: exhibitions,
shows, conferences, a music festival, and more.
Château of Azay-le-Rideau

‘Enjoy year-round free
admission to 14 Paris
museums’.
Anne’s top tip

After benefiting from the exceptional
restoration programme for three years, the
Château of Azay-le-Rideau in the Loire Valley
will be unveiled this summer. The château
also offers a new experience: highlighted
collections, a dreamlike tour path, mobile tour
guide applications, a romantic park, and so on.
New restaurant - Pic du Midi
In June, the Pic du Midi is welcoming a brandnew contemporary restaurant with a capacity
of up to 100 guests. The large bay windows will

provide diners with an exceptional view over
the Pyrenees mountain range. Certainly an
experience in itself.
Château de Chenonceau
On the evening of 15 August, visitors will be
able to discover the magic of the château’s
illuminated gardens accompanied by the
music of Arcangelo Corelli, master of Italian
classicism. A perfect setting for a very romantic
summer evening.
Les Nuits de Fourvière - Lyon
June – August 17 - Theatre, music, dance,
opera, circus... Les Nuits de Fourvière have the
performing arts at heart. With Gallo-Roman
theatre as a backdrop, the programme features
carefully selected artists and performances for
one or more evenings to remember.

CONTACT DETAILS
Anne Pedersen
anne.pedersen@atout-france.fr
+44(0)20 7061 6640
www.france.fr
@atoutfranceukpr #FeelFrance
© Maia Flore
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NORMANDY
Just over the Channel, Normandy is the perfect
destination for history buffs, culture vultures
and nature lovers. Follow in the footsteps
of William the Conqueror, walk along the
D-Day Beaches or admire the Impressionist
landscapes. Your bucket list should include
the Mont-Saint-Michel, Rouen, Étretat and
so much more… Home to camembert and
calvados, Normandy is a real foodie delight!

FOR THE DIARY
27 May – 11 June
D-Day Festival commemorating the anniversary of the Allied Landings on 6 June 1944
07 – 09 July
Beauregard Music Festival, with headliners Placebo and Phoenix
July and August
The Abbey of Mont-Saint-Michel by night, with night-time tours, concerts and lightshows
30 July – 06 August
International Federal Week of Cycle Tourism in Mortagne-au-Perche

NEED TO KNOW
New Train Route: Paris to the Mont-SaintMichel
Fancy visiting the Wonder of the West? You can
now catch a train from Paris Montparnasse 3
Vaugirard Station to the Mont-Saint-Michel.
One-way tickets start at €35 for an adult and
€17.50 for a child (second class).

‘Escape from it all
with a ramble in the
picturesque Perche
Natural Regional Park,
Normandy’s best-kept
secret, topped off with
a glass of delicious
local cider!’
Fran’s top tip

09 September – 08 October
Monet’s masterpiece ‘Impression, sunrise’ comes to the André Malraux Modern Art Museum
(MuMa) in Le Havre
© Kanuman

TOP 5 FOR 2017
Le Havre 500th Anniversary
Founded in 1517, Le Havre is a hub for trade and
travel. Celebrating its 500th anniversary from
27 May to 5 November, the UNESCO city will
come alive with exhibitions, art installations,
street parades and maritime festivities.
Picasso Exhibitions in Rouen
In 1930, Picasso bought the Château de
Boisgeloup near Gisors and built his first
sculpture studio there. From 1 April to 11
September, three museums in Rouen will
exhibit over 200 works completed by Picasso
during his time in Normandy.
70 Years of Dior in Granville
This summer marks 70 years since the
founding of iconic fashion house, Dior. To
mark the occasion, the Christian Dior Museum,

the designer’s childhood home in Granville,
will exhibit the 22 collections and new lines
launched between 1947 and 1957.
Normandy’s First Designer Shopping Outlet
Opening in autumn at the foot of the Pont
de Normandie, just off the A29 motorway,
the Honfleur Normandy Outlet will be the
first designer outlet village in western France,
where visitors will be able to shop for top
brands 365 days a year!
A Weekend on an Organic Saffron Farm
Between Paris and the Normandy coast lies
the Domaine de Gauville organic saffron farm,
which runs saffron-themed weekends. Take a
cooking class, help with the harvest, sample
scallops with saffron at a Michelin Guide
restaurant then take some tasty treats home
with you!

CONTACT DETAILS
Fran Lambert
fran.lambert@atout-france.fr
+44 (0)7801 922 183
www.normandy-tourism.org
@NormandyPRUK #Normandy
©Frank Godard Normandy Tourist Board
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PAYS DE
LA LOIRE
With a wealth of chateaux, gardens, and
museums, an award-winning theme park,
sensational restaurants and wines, and a
stunning coastline, there are plenty of reasons
to visit the Pays de la Loire in 2017.

NEED TO KNOW
Pays de la Loire boasts 450km of coastline,
375km of navigable waterways, 2,500km of cycle
routes, and 125 châteaux and remarkable sites.
British Airways will introduce two weekly return
flights from London Heathrow to Nantes in
March 2017.

‘Explore Pays de la
Loire’s beautiful
countryside along the
River Mayenne on the
Vélo Francette cycle
trail, an 85km towpath
set up exclusively for
cyclists and walkers’.
Rachel and Virginie’s top tip

FOR THE DIARY
Throughout summer
Richard the Lionheart: Myth and Reality, Fontevraud Abbey
24 - 25 June
Anjou Vélo Vintage, Saumur
17 - 18 June
24 Hours of Le Mans, Le Mans
01 July - 27 August
Le Voyage à Nantes, Nantes
Summer 2017
Boutique hotel opening at two-Michelin-starred La Marine Restaurant, L’Herbaudière, Noirmoutieren-l’Île

TOP 5 FOR 2017
40th anniversary of Puy du Fou
Four new attractions will be unveiled to
mark the Puy du Fou 40th anniversary, plus
a new themed hotel called La Citadelle and a
spectacular show, Le Grand Carillon.
The Bridge: boat race from Saint-Nazaire to
New York, 25 June 2017
The passenger ship Queen Mary 2 (built in
Saint-Nazaire) will race four Ultime trimaran
maxi-multihulls, departing from the Bridge
of Saint-Nazaire and sailing across to the
Verrazano-Narrows Bridge in New York. SaintNazaire is also organising several weeks
of cultural events to celebrate 100 years
of Franco-American friendship since WWI,
particularly honouring the town’s introduction
to jazz by US soldiers.
Reopening of Musée d’arts de Nantes,
23 June 2017
The arty-party city of Nantes will celebrate the
reopening of its art museum after a six-year

closure for renovation. 10,000 exhibits plus a
fabulous restaurant, shop, and auditorium are
set to wow visitors.
The Gardens of the Loire Valley
Stretching between Sully-sur-Loire and
Chalonnes-sur-Loire, the UNESCO-listed Loire
Valley is famous for its exquisite landscapes
and gardens as well as its châteaux. Around
70 sites will join together for a season of
horticultural celebration from March to
November 2017.
Brissac and The
21-27 August 2017

Palms

of

Heaven,

Up, up, and away! The European Balloon
Championships will take off from the grounds
of the Château de Brissac, the tallest château
in France. 23 countries will participate, and the
sky will shimmer with jewel-like colours as
1,200 flights take place.

CONTACT DETAILS
Rachel Johnston
rachel.johnston@atout-france.fr
+44 (0)20 7061 6604
Virginie Priou
v.priou@agence-paysdelaloire.fr
+33 (0)2 40 89 89 87
www.paysdelaloire.co.uk
@LovePaysLoire
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AUVERGNE
Auvergne is a beautiful and unspoilt region in
the middle of France with a unique volcanic
landscape and a rich cultural heritage. It is
the perfect destination for people looking for
a peaceful holiday with a wealth of outdoors
and family activities.

FOR THE DIARY
28 - 30 April
Napoleon III Festival in Vichy
24 June - 24 September
Horizons Sancy outdoor art installation
16 July
Tour de France in Le Puy-en-Velay
30 June – 02 July
Europavox Festival (European Pop Music) Clermont-Ferrand

NEED TO KNOW

TOP 5 FOR 2017

Land art in Volvic

New routes

Street Art City

Following a successful exhibition in Paris,
Volvic-born sculptor Thierry Courtadon has
created a permanent installation series in and
around his home-town, using Volvic lava stone
as a medium.

There are now flights from London Luton to
Clermont-Ferrand with Fly Kiss three times a
week. Ryanair is also introducing a new route
from London Stansted to Clermont Ferrand in
July 2017.

Due to be unveiled to the public on 1 May
2017, the Street Art City near Moulins (1h from
Clermont Ferrand) is set to become the new
art hub of Auvergne. 13 concrete buildings
from the 80s, left empty since 1993, have been
transformed into a huge art project. Street
artists from all around the world are coming
to paint over 20,000m2 of interior and exterior
walls. This is a collective work in perpetual
evolution and certainly worth a visit.

Rugby experience

“Enjoy the many
spas and treatments
available in Vichy
as well as a spot of
shopping even on
Sundays!”
Corinne’s top tip

Built within the Marcel-Michelin stadium in
Clermont-Ferrand, the ASM experience is a
unique cultural and interactive theme park
entirely devoted to rugby and run by one of
the most legendary clubs in the game: ASM
Clermont Auvergne. Digital technologies and
other activities allow visitors to compare
themselves with the players as well as testing
their line-outs and penalty skills.
The Puy de Lumières light show
Beginning in May 2017, the Puy de Lumières
will once more put on an extraordinary light
and sound show. Every evening, the main
monuments of the town, such as the Cathedral
Notre-Dame du Puy, the Saint-Michel l’Aiguilhe
chapel, the Saint-Alexis chapel, theatres, and
the town hall will be transformed by intricate
light work, bringing the history of Le Puy-enVelay to life.

15th anniversary of Vulcania
In the heart of the Auvergne, the theme park
Vulcania is celebrating its 15th anniversary and
to mark the occasion is proposing an array
of family activities as well as the opening of
a new themed play area for the little ones,
offering even more opportunities to enjoy all
that the Auvergne volcano park has to offer.

CONTACT DETAILS
Corinne Renard
corinne.renard@crdt-auvergne.fr
+33 (0)4 73 29 49 71
www.auvergne-tourism.com
@auvergne
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FRANCE
MONTAGNES
France’s five mountain ranges, the Alps,
Pyrenees, Vosges, Massif Central, and
Jura between them offer a huge range of
breath-taking scenery, activities, events,
and experiences. Anyone with a love of the
outdoors and a sense of adventure will find
something for them in the French mountains.

FOR THE DIARY
23 - 25 June
Mountain bike event Pass’Portes du Soleil
01 - 02 July
Obstacle race - Reebok Spartan Trifecta Weekend, Morzine
12 - 14 July
Road cycling - Haute route Alpe d’Huez
20 - 25 August
Children festival - Au Bonheur des Mômes, Le Grand Bornand

NEED TO KNOW
Ryanair are launching three new flights per
week beginning in July 2017 from Stansted to
Grenoble. They will run Monday/Wednesday/
Friday, perfect for a quick break to the French
Alps! Prices start at £19.99 each way.

TOP 4 FOR 2017
All 5 mountain ranges for the Tour de France
Spectacular mountain stages are set to define
the 2017 tour, with all five French ranges
featuring. 2017 highlight stages:
12 - A gruelling stage culminating in an
agonising 16% climb to the resort of Peyragudes
- training camp for Mo Farah’s historic double
defence at Rio 2016
17 - The iconic Col de la Croix de Fer, Col du
Telegraphe, and Col du Galibier
18 - From the UNESCO-listed fort town of
Briançon to the Col d’Izoard in the gorgeous
Queyras Natural Regional Park
E-biking on the up and up

‘Overnight in a tipi: A
wonderfully authentic
experience for earnest
would-be Hemingways’.
Matt’s top tip

With the proliferation of e-bikes, gone are
the days where biking in the mountains was
reserved for ultra-fit experts. Ever more resorts
are investing in e-bikes, both for the road
and e-MTB and the infrastructure to go with
them. For summer 2017, La Plagne has 150km
of dedicated e-MTB tracks with conveniently
located recharge points. Val d’Isère and Les
Gets have a fleet of e-bikes for anyone to use.
Glacier Walking

For a truly unique experience, clamp on your
crampons and go hiking on one of the many
glaciers in the French Alps. The breath-taking
views, vast seracs, and spectacular crevasses
make for a wonderful adventure. The highmountain resorts of Tignes, Val Thorens, and
Les 2 Alpes all have courses with mountain
guides who will you about the formation of
and how to travel safely on glaciers.
Walking with four-legged friends
Sure to delight animal lovers, walkers have
ever more choice of furry friends to accompany
them on their path. A trio of llamas in Valloire
are wonderful companions for kids on short
mountain walks. In Montgenèvre and in the
Chartreuse Natural Regional Park, singleand multi-day itineraries are offered with a
donkey to carry your bags, while a wide variety
of resorts across France offer husky dogs to
accompany enthusiastic walkers.

CONTACT DETAILS
Matt Carr
matt.carr@atout-france.fr
+44(0)20 7061 6623
www.france-montagnes.com
@FrenchMountains #Frenchmountains
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HOW TO
REGISTER
All press trips can be found on our blog
franceuncovered.com, along with our contact
details, press releases, news, and more
inspirational ideas for future features.
To apply for a place on our press trips, please
contact us at pressoffice.uk@atout-france.fr.
Applications will be considered based on our
media criteria – please send us an email to
request a copy of these. A letter of commission
will be required from freelance journalists. All
participants will be required to have their own
relevant travel insurance prior to the trip.
This year, we will be offering trips to Auvergne,
Carcassonne, Aude, Toulouse, Marseille, and
Cultural France. We have also teamed up with a
selection of Relais & Chateaux properties and
will be offering an exclusive trip to the South
of France.
We are also happy to organise tailor-made
individual trips in conjunction with our French
partners.
The same terms and conditions apply as above.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Your Atout France Media Team

pressoffice.uk@atout-france.fr
© Maia Flore VU AtoutFrance
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ATOUT FRANCE
France Tourism Development Agency
Lincoln House, 300 High Holborn, London WC1V 7JH
+44 (0)20 7061 6640
pressoffice.uk@atout-france.fr
www.franceuncovered.com
www.france.fr
@atoutfranceukpr #FeelFrance
@AtoutFranceIEpr

